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writersas
a nucleus around which other
elements of the terrain are grouped.
Data are displayed on maps and presented
in written form as a legendwith optional
detailed text. Selection of scale for a map is
influencedbythe available topographicand
photographic bases. A balance mustbe struck
between complexity of terrain and time and
money available. However,a minimum workINTRQDUCTION
ing scale of 1:250,000 is necessary to depict
Concern about potential and actual dis- the information pertinent to the planning of
Two of the present
turbance of surface materials, vegetation and activities mentioned above.
wildlifeof the Queen Elizabeth Islands has writers undertook in 1972 an exercise in the
risen sharply in the last few years. The pur- mapping of sensitivity at a scale of 1:500,000
pose of this paper is to outline an approach of the Queen Elizabeth Islands, basedprimarto the problem, based on terrain studies, ily on bedrock maps and extensive personal
and to offer a commentary on the recent paper communications, but found it matisfactory
because the degree of detail was insufficient
by T. A. Babb andL. C. Bliss inArcfic.l
Activitieswhichmay
initiate disturbance to reflect the variability in the sensitivity of
the terrain. Anexample of complexity of
include the construction of airstrips,staging
terrain from Ellesmere Island has been pubareas, drillsites, townsites, seismic survey lines,
lishedwhichis illustrative of the problem.6
winter and all-year roads, and pipelines.Of
Maps require a substantial legend to disthese the first four are restricted-area, or
the range of information
‘point’activities; the remainder are usually playadequately
far more extensive and require detailed terrain which has been synthesized into their units.
legend
may
be
studies, as extensive
activities
can cause Textual amplification of
desirable. Ideallythe user shouldbe presented
locally-intensive disturbance.
What constitutes disturbance, what is “ac- with all the facts used in the compilation of a
ceptable” disturbance,and what “normal pre- map so that he may assess what information
cautions”
mean,
are formidable questions will be of value to him.
which unfortunately can not be resolved here.
ANEVALUATIONOFTHEPAPER
Theyinvolveaestheticsandpolitics
and the
BY BABB AND BLISS
natural sciences. However, after tackling the
The overall objective of these authors in
problem of mapping terrain and studying its
emphasizing the ‘susceptibility of the soils and
sensitivity to the activities of manintwo
areas of the Queen Elizabeth Islands,2.a.4 the vegetation to surface disturbance’ is good.
presentwritersfeel it appropriate to make However the methodsused to achieve this
objective are inconsistent, and in several cases
some commentary on the factors involved.
the results are inaccurate. A serious deficiency
A GEOBOTANICAL APPROACHTO
is that the criteria for determining categories
TERRAIN ANALYSIS
of‘susceptibility’
are obscure.Only
after
For a rational assessment of the problem, careful study of the relevant section can the
information is requiredon:(a) surface ma- reader perceive that they consist of a combination of plant cover, relief, soil moisture,
terials -icecontent,texture,engineering
properties; (b) topographyand
landforms; ground ice and possiblysurface materials; but
(c) geomorphic processes; (d) drainage-sea- there is no indication of how it was decided
sonal change and single events; (e) vegetation what relative significances should beattached
-percentage cover and composition by to these individual factors in determining the
species; (f) summer temperatures, and mois- categories, or justwhyan area maybe esture balance in soil; (g) wildlife.
pecially critical in terms of susceptibility to
The obtaining of such information involves surface disturbance.Anexpansion
of the
severaldisciplines and calls for either inte- legendof the map would have been an aid
gratedstudies5 or complementaryprojects.
to clarity.
These require the extensiveuse of aerial
The four categories of susceptibility are
photography and ground reconnaissance, sup- inconsistent in headings and in content. The
plementedwherepossible
by shallow drill fourth is primarily botanical in nature, though
cores for the evaluation ofice content and itconcerns other disciplines. In one case,
changes in materials with depth.
percentage cover of vascular plants is singled
Surface materials are verysignificanteleout; in others, lichens and mosses are inments of the terrain, especially whenpotential cludedin the percentage plant cover.Confor disturbance isbeingconsidered.Hence,
sistencyisdesirable,
and vascular to nonsurface materials are usedby the present vascular plant ratios are important in the
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determination of wildlife habitat -the ul- susceptibility low) when 20% of it is in fact
timate concern of the paper.
well vegetated,and 40% has a sparse-@modThe ‘Polar Desert’ category is described as erate vegetation cover.The area also includes
an area with 10%-or-less plant cover, low extensive networks of ice wedges, and is loice on
susceptibility to disturbance and low ground cally underlain bymassiveground
ice content. One interpretation of this seems which flowslides occur equal in magnitude to
to be that poorly-vegetated areas are less su9- those found in the lower Mackenzie valley.
ceptible to disturbance of vegetation than are By comparison, the ‘sedgemoss meadows’
more densely vegetated areas. Only in so far unit to the east contains no more meadows
as a low plant density lessens the probability than many other areas of the Fosheim Peninof direct impact of vehicles on plants is this sula, and with the exception of the Slidre Valinterpretation obviously true. A sparsely veg- ley is lesssensitive to disturbance than the
etated area may be an important, or even Eureka area.
Bjorne Peninsula,
Ellesmere
Island, is
critical, range for ungulates; therefore the
effect of disturbance of it could be great. The shown as “semi-desert”. This categorymay
possibly represent the averagecondition of
type of vegetation- such aswillow,sedge,
saxifrage, grassor bryophyte -is avital con- approximately thirty units of weathered rock
sideration.An
alternative interpretation is and recent sediment into which the area can
that unvegetated areas (90% of the Polar be divided, but it certainly does not adequateDesert category, clamed as ‘soils’) have a low ly describe the conditions to be found at most
sensitivity to surface disturbance. This is not locations. And surely, even at this map scale,
true for some major areas of both eastern the poorly-consolidated shales of the Eids
Melville Island and Western Ellesmere Island Formation, which run across the waist of the
where highly sensitive surfaces, almost devoid Peninsula in a band up to40 km wide, should
of vegetation, are subject to extensive slope have been identified as a unit more sensitive
than the surrounding area. Materials derived
failure or thermokarst development,even
€rom Eids Shale have variable vegetation covwithout disturbance.
Where the authors have left their major er, some of which serves as important range
for muskox,and there are numerous icefieldofexpertise
and have commentedon
geology and geomorphology, weaknesses are wedge polygons.
On the map of Babb and Bliss northern
evident. They appear to draw a direct relationship between active-layer soil moisture W i n e Peninsula, Melville Island, is divided
and ‘susceptibility’. For overland travel this into two main zones:a peripheral “diverse
is generally true, but if excavation penetrates terrain” and an interior “semi-desert”. The
the shallow active layer and the frost table, shape and size of the semi-desert unit does
then the relationship certainly no longer not refiect the distinct topographic, lithologic
holds. Furthermore, the implication of a rela- and vegetational boundaries which occur and
tionsbip betweensusceptibility,ice
content which could be shown at this scale. The “diand vegetationcover is simplistic and can verse terrain” unit includes an extreme range
bemisleading. Theassertion that “10%-or- of topography,lithology,vegetationtypes
more vegetation cover indicates the existence and cover, and sensitivities. But a major zone
of Micient moisture for the segregation of of insensitivesandstone hills (BjorneSandhorizontal ice layers” is without basis. The stone) almost devoid of plants, and avery
present writers have drilled over 300 shallow sensitivepoarly-consolidated shale (Christo(1-6 m) holes in eastern Melville Island7 and pher Shale) on which a major well-vegetated
western Ellesmere Islands to evaluate ice con- lowland has developed, are not distinguished,
tent and have found the relationship between though they easily couldbe even at this d e .
vegetation,groundice
and materials to be In the present writers’ assessment these two
units represent the end members of a sensicomplex.
The published map scale of 1:2.85 million tivity scale for eastern Melville Island.
would be adequate for initial phases of planThe central upland of southeastern Melning, provided it was based on working maps ville Island is divided into three roughly COD
at a more detailed level. However a map of centric zones. Theouterone
is “divem
this scale, based on fragmentary information, terrain”, the middle one “semi-desert” and
iswholly
inadequate where the scale of the inner one “Polar Desert”. The basis for
disturbance is measured in metres.
this zonation is unclear, although elevation is
On the map of Babb and Bliss boundaries
a possibility. Vegetation cover, and morphorarely coincide with any natural boundaries logical, lithobgicals and sensitivityboundknown to the present writers. For example, aries, tend to follow narrow east-west bands
an area of the western Fosheim Peninsula rather than concentric zonation.
(iicluding Eureka), on Ellesmere Island is deBabb and Biiss have apparently neglected
scribed as Polar Desert (0-10% vegetation, aerial photographs, probably the most impor-
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tant single source of data, and have substituted topographic maps, identified in the text
as 1:50,000, a scale which has extremely limited coverage in the Arctic. The A-501 series,
listedamongtheirreferences,is
at a scale
of 1:250,000 and covers Canada only east of
the 96” meridian.Series A-502 covers the
area westof 96”. Even a brief glance at an
ERTSimageor a photomosaicwouldhave
shown that the area southeast of Sabine Bay,
Melville Island, is quite the opposite to the
categoryshown.
The loosesandy
surface
which is subject to deflation and whichis
virtuallydevoid of vegetation is shown as
“sedge-moss meadows”.
The GeologicalMap of Canada referred
to byBabb and Bliss describesbedrock in
terms of timastratigraphic units,not lithology, and its value inassessing potential disturbance is therefore open to question. There
are many more detailed and more pertinent
geological reports and maps available.QJ0
The conclusions reachedby Babb and Bliss
are a curious mixture of allusions to areas
not mentioned in the text, geomorphological
inaccuracies, and statements which appear
contradictory.Specifically,
there are comparisons made between the Queen Elizabeth
Islands and the mainlandArctic,which, althoughdesirable, are a topicnottouched
upon earlier. Perhaps they deserve a more
lengthy treatment. In addition, “the softening in summer of slightly disturbed surfaces”
as a “common form of degradation” is a
concept the present writers have not encountered, and they do not agree that sheet erosion and gullying are the mostcommon
forms of erosion;itis currently mass-wasting. The implication that the removal of vegetation and the potential for thermokarst
development are not of great concern in the
Queen
Elizabeth
Islands
directly
conflicts
with the final paragraph of BabbandBliss
(one of their best)inwhichtheypoint
out
that the botanically rich sites form “the bulk
of the energy base for the remainder of the
terrestrial food web.”
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ArcticEcology Map Series, for the detail
that they recognize as necessary is not forthcoming.
D . M . Barnett
S. A . Edlund
D . A . Hodgson
Terrain Sciences Division
Geological Surveyof Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OE8
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